The transmission of any data is always subject to corruption due to errors, but video transmission, because of its real time nature must deal with these errors without retransmission of the corrupted data. The error can be handled using forward error correction in the encoder or error concealment techniques in the decoder. This MPEG-2 compliant codec uses data hiding to transmit error correction information and several error concealment techniques in the decoder. The decoder resynchronizes more quickly with fewer errors than traditional resynchronization techniques. It also allows for perfect recovery of differentially encoded DCT-DC components and motion vectors. This provides for a much higher quality picture in an error-prone environment while creating an almost imperceptible degradation of the picture in an error-free environment.
INTRODUCTION
Video transmission requires the use of a compression algorithm in order to decrease the bandwidth to an affordable value, and MPEG-2 is a widely accepted standard [1] . MPEG-2 achieves compression through the elimination of temporal, spatial, and statistical redundancies with the use of motion compensation, block quantization inside a discrete cosine transform (DCT), and Huffman run-length encoding. This compression, while reducing redundancies, creates a bitstream that is much less fault tolerant. For example, single bit errors can cause a loss of synchronization that will be visible over an entire group of pictures (GOP). When considering the transmission of MPEG-2 video, one must be able to deal with the errors and the resulting loss of synchronization. The frailties of MPEG-2 have been addressed by both encoding and decoding schemes.
Many encoding schemes use data partitioning to enhance the robustness of the MPEG-2 stream. This can include additional resynchronization points by decreasing the length of slices or decreasing the number of frames in the GOP, but this comes at a cost of increased bit rate. An alternative is to partition the data in time, scale or SNR [2] . In any of the data partitioning modes, the multiple layers of data add resilience and are fully supported by MPEG-2; however, they increase the total bit rate. Other methods include sending additional side information to enhance the recovery of the decoder, reorganizing the data to improve the resynchronization of the decoder or the use of forward error correction. An example of side information is the transmission of the concealment vectors, provided in the MPEG-2 standard, to recover lost data in I-frames. A system that reorganizes the data is described by Redmill [3] in which the macroblocks (MB) are aligned with the beginning of frames to enhance resynchronization in a packetized transmission system. The use of forward error correction such as Reed-Solomon codes require the packetization of video and can be used for correction of bits errors or the recovery of lost packets [4] . Essentially, all encoder schemes introduce redundancies to enhance error recovery; however, all of these schemes result in an increase in the bit rate and many make the bit stream noncompliant.
Error concealment in MPEG-2 decoders has been approached from three primary directions. The first limits the loss of data using a technique called early resynchronization (ER) in which synchronization of the data stream is regained before the next start code [5, 6, 7] . The second is temporal concealment, which attempts to use the data from past frames to fill in lost blocks. Simple temporal concealment schemes copy the missing macroblocks (MB) from a previous frame, while more advanced systems use motion compensation to improve performance [8] . The third technique is spatial concealment which uses surrounding pixels to reconstruct lost data. Note that neither resynchronization nor temporal concealment can conceal all errors satisfactorily. A data hiding system will consist of a host signal X and a message M that is subject to a possible attack. The receiver must be able to decode or detect the hidden messageM.
Resynchronization always results in the loss of at least one macroblock and temporal concealment fails in occluded regions and during scene changes; therefore, an effective spatial concealment algorithm is required in any complete error concealment scheme. Spatial concealment based on interpolation works well in flat regions [8] , but fails in textured regions or at edges. Directional interpolation and filtering performs much better in these areas [9, 10] . An excellent review of error concealment can be found in [11] .
In this paper, we describe a codec that transmits redundant information to improve the resynchronization using steganography. This allows the decoder to remain fully compliant while still transmitting the error correction data. The basics of steganography are discussed in Section 2, its application to the codec is presented in Section 3 and the results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains conclusions and areas of further research.
STEGANOGRAPHY-DATA HIDING
Steganography is the art and science of data hiding. It can take many forms, has many applications, and has a rich and interesting history [12, 13] . Data hiding can be used for clandestine transmissions, closed captioning, indexing, or watermarking. This section provides an overview and interested readers are referred to [12, 14, 15] .
Steganography can be viewed as a triangle of tradeoffs with the three sides being detectability, robustness, and bit rate (see Figure 1a ) [16] . Detectability is the prize concern of clandestine transmission and is often used in conjunction with encryption. Robustness to all types of processing such as transformations, filtering, truncation, and scaling is the primary concern of the watermarking community. Finally, bit rate, or the maximum amount of data that can be transmitted, without serious degradation of the signal (a form of detection), is a concern for those interested in data tagging, indexing, and closed captions. Data hiding has been accomplished using musical scores, invisible inks, word spacing, and many other ingenious methods and its principals apply to transmission of all types; however, this discussion will be restricted to data hiding in digital signals and more specifically images and video.
A typical data hiding process (see Figure 1b ) will begin with a signal, X, and a message, M with an option of using a key, K for encryption of the message. After inserting M into X, the resultant signal X m is then transmitted. During this transmission it may be subject to different attacks ranging from a noisy channel to intentional attempts to remove the message. Using the received signal,X m , the receiver attempts to recover the original message, M, or at least detect its presence. To extract the message, the original signal, X, and a key, K, may or may not be required. First, the requirement to use the original signal to recover or detect the message is limited to the watermarking community where authenticity or proof of ownership is required; however, a key which is used in almost all applications. The keys may be public or private and may be as simple as defining the location of the hidden data or it may be a cryptographic key to dissuade unauthorized access. Another common example of a key is the spreading sequence used in a spread spectrum data hiding model. Next, we will present several examples of data hiding in images and video. Due to commercial interest, most data hiding publications are concerned with watermarking; however, many of the concepts remain the same in all applications of this technology.
Data hiding in images and video is usually accomplished with imperceptible modifications to the digital data. In a general sense, data hiding can be segmented into two major divisions, those in the spatial domain and those in the frequency domain. In the spatial domain, the variation of a few pixels in which the location is only known by the sender and intended receiver is one technique. An example of this is Patchwork [17] where the key is the location of the altered pixels. This system is robust, but the bit rate is extremely low since only one bit is transmitted per image (the image can be segmented to increase the bit rate). Another is the minor 
Encode stego modification of some or all pixels by imperceptible values. This minor modification in conjunction with spread spectrum techniques is a popular method of watermarking [18] . Again spread spectrum techniques are robust but large chip rates can lead to very low bit rates. In the spatial domain, imperceptibility can be difficult to attain, therefore many researchers have attempted to use the frequency domain for data hiding.
In the frequency domain, the transform (e.g., FFT, DCT) of the image is taken, and again some or all of the coefficients are altered. Working in the frequency domain has several advantages. First, perceptual models can be used to increase the imperceptibility of the hidden data. Also the energy spreading of the transform allows the data to be hidden across the entire image, and finally, when working with compressed images or video, variations in the frequency domain can be more easily embedded. The masking characteristics of the human visual system are exploited by Barni et al. [19] in their DCT domain system for watermarking. The ability to place a spatial watermark in compressed images is demonstrated in [18] where the authors add a DCT version of their spatial watermark to JPEG compressed images. In this system, the watermark detection can be accomplished in either the frequency or spatial domain. Frequency domain techniques are extremely powerful tools in steganography.
With reference to Figure 1a , this application of data hiding is most concerned with bit rate and detections. The larger the bit rate, the more error correcting information that can be transmitted, while detection is the form of degradation of the video quality. In this codec, the AC coefficients of the DCT are modified to transport error-correction information. Using a technique that toggles the least significant bit (LSB), the bitstream carries error-correction data, while introducing an almost imperceptible degradation of the video quality. The addition of error correction data in this method is preferred over User-Defined data as allowed by the MPEG-2 standard, because it distributes the recovery data over the entire file, vice placing it all in the sequence header with any other user data [20] . This distribution significantly decreases the possibility of losing both a slice and its error-correction data. In the next section, the data hiding process of the Steganocodec will be described.
STEGANOCODEC
In a previous paper, we determined that the largest source of errors in the decoder was the loss of synchronization. If the decoder can be rapidly resynchronized, the propagation of errors is significantly limited. In the same research, we found that after resynchronization was obtained, the loss of differentially encoded DCT-DC values in I-frames created very noticeable artifacts. Exact recovery of the DC values is not possible and estimating them requires computationally intensive methods. Similarly, in P-frames and B-frames, the loss of the differentially encoded motion vectors also caused significant errors. For these reasons, the most important information for error-correction is the number of bits for each macroblock and the final DCT-DC coefficients for I-frames and the final motion vectors for P-frames and B-frames. The remainder of this section will describe the operation of the Steganocodec as shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
Encoder
Raw video is input to the encoder and in compliance with MPEG-2 standards, the frames are denoted as I-frames, Pframes, or B-frames based on the values of N (number of frames in GOP) and M (I/P frame distance). For each frame a slice n (see Figure 2a) , is encoded and the following statistics are collected: the number of bits for each macroblock, the final DCT-DC coefficients for I-frames, final motion vectors for Bframes and P-frames, and the number of byte alignment bits at the conclusion of the slice. In the next slice, n + 1, the data from the previous slice, I s , is hidden in the DCT coefficients as described next. Now consider the data hiding scheme shown in Figure 2b . Initially, the DCT of 8 × 8 blocks (image information in I-frames and error information in P/B-frames) is taken as shown in (1)
Next the coefficients, X(k 1 , k 2 ), are quantized (2) to yield X(k 1 , k 2 ), using the quantization matrix Q(k 1 , k 2 ) in (3). In I-frames, the DC component of the DCT is removed and encoded separately. Therefore it is not used for data hiding.
with 
Finally, the hidden data I s , is inserted in the bitstream as shown in (4). Since I s is binary data (i.e. I s = 0, 1) it acts to toggle the LSB's of the nonzero DCT coefficients,
In the encoder, a global thresholding value, T , is used to determine which coefficients are encoded. This gives the encoder the ability to influence the SNR of the video output without significantly changing the total bit rate. After some initial testing, we found that if all nonzero coefficients were used, image quality was maintained, with no change in the total bit rate. The final steps in Figure 2a are Huffman and run-length encoding, followed by packetization of the coefficients into an MPEG-2 compliant bitstream.
A few additional notes concerning the encoder are in order. The probability of any MB being corrupted is not uniform. Within a slice, any error causing a loss of synchronization will corrupt that block and all blocks that follow. For example, consider a slice with 45 MB's each containing the same number of bits. If an error occurs randomly in the slice, the probability that the first block is lost is 1/45 while the probability that the last block will be lost is 1. With this in mind, and the fact that adjacent slices may be lost, it makes sense to carefully consider the order in which the data is transmitted. Therefore, the DCT-DC coefficients (I-frame) or motion vectors (P/B-frame) are transmitted first, followed by the byte alignment offsets and finally the size of the MB's in reverse order (last MB in slice first). This scheme improves the probability that resynchronization data will be available even if adjacent slices are lost.
Finally, the last slice is unprotected. One possibility was to include this data in the first slice of the following frame, but for simplicity of decoding a single frame at a time, it was decided that the last slice could be unprotected. Also, errors in this slice are most easily concealed since this is rarely a region of interest. Next, the operation of the decoder will be presented.
Decoder
One of the key aspects of the steganography scheme is the full compliance of the decoder with the MPEG-2 standard. In the decoder, all the hidden data may be ignored by a coder incapable of using the data, while it is of full value to a decoder that can use it. The decoder is the inverse of Figure 2b which includes retrieval of the hidden data I s , inverse quantization (X * Q), and the inverse DCT to the spatial domain. If an error is recorded in a slice (Figure 3) , the data remaining in the slice (up to the next start-of-slice header) is stored until the entire frame is decoded. Next, the hidden data is used in an attempt to recover the lost slice. Using the size of the MB's, the decoder can locate the beginning of the next MB to be decoded. The DCT-DC values or motion vectors are computed using the final value sent and the differential values working "backwards." If the data is not available, due to multiple errors in the adjacent slices, then the decoder will attempt to conceal the error using an early resynchronization (ER) scheme as described in [6] . Even when ER is used, any available information such as DCT-DC values or motion vectors, is used to enhance the recovery. The next section will discuss the error introduced by the data hiding algorithm.
Error analysis
One of the keys of steganography is to hide the data in the most imperceptible location. The technique used here takes full advantage by using the LSB of the quantized DCT coefficients. In this section, a 256×256 version of the cameraman (Figure 4) , will be used to illustrate the worst case effects of the data hiding algorithm. In this analysis, the image will be treated as an I-frame by the Steganocodec.
The first error introduced by the encoding system in Figure 2 is the quantization error Q (equation (5)) which is related to the frequency domain error E Q by (6) . Note that the quantization in (2), multiplication by 1/Q in the frequency domain, relates to convolution in the time domain. The values in the quantization matrix, Q (equation (3)), act as a low pass filter. Figure 5 is the compressed version of cameraman using the MPEG-2 quantization matrix and the magnitude of error, | Q |. The error has been scaled for better presentation
The next error, s , is the distortion of the DCT coefficients with the hidden data (equations (7)). Recall from (4) that I s has no effect on DCT coefficients below the threshold, T , and will introduce a distortion only if the LSB the remaining coefficients differs from I s (k 1 , k 2 ) (approximately 50% of the time). For illustration, the maximum possible error, that is, every nonzero coefficient was changed, is included in Figure 6 which shows both the image and the magnitude of the error, | s |. Again the error is scaled for viewing. The same scale is used for both Figures 5 and 6 so meaningful comparisons can be made. Note the error is hidden in the areas with significant texture where it is most difficult to detect visually
In the decoder, the inverse quantization, which involves multiplication by Q, will act as a high-pass filter of the signal X s (Figure 7a ). High-pass filtering of a signal with errors can result in a significant degradation of image quality; however, because of the low-pass filtering in the encoder, most of the high frequency components are zero and unaffected. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7b which is the FFT of the error s . In this figure, the corners are low frequency with the center showing high frequency in both the horizontal and vertical directions; the figure is symmetrical since all the pixel values are real. The image is gray scale with low values in black. The corners are all black indicating that the DCT-DC coefficients are unaffected. The center is also dark indicating that very little of the error exists in the high frequency portions of the image. The lighter colors show the error is hidden in the middle frequency portion of the image where it is least perceptible. Two notes concerning this example. First, this is the maximum error; that is, all the nonzero DCT coefficients were changed; and second, this image is only 256×256, much smaller than the typical MPEG-2 video format, which makes the errors appear more significant than in our video trials.
RESULTS
In this section, the results of the Steganocodec are presented in the following form. First the impact of the Steganocodec on the image quality in an error free environment will be shown. Next, with errors introduced into the bitstream, the results of different error concealment schemes will be contrasted with the Steganocodec. Finally, this section will conclude with observations and comments about the data. Full color examples of these frames http://users.ece.gatech.edu/~robie/.
As discussed in Section 3, the Steganocodec's ability to carry the additional information comes at a cost, that is, the quality of the picture is degraded; however, we hope to show that in an error-prone environment, the minor decrease in quality of all frames is made up for by the improved performance in error-correction and concealment. Presented below are results for 13 frames of three sequences: flower garden, cheer, and tennis. (N = 6, M = 3) encoded at 30 frames/s. with a bit rate of 10 MBits/s in a CCIR601 format (704×480). These sequences of 13 frames allow the algorithm to work with a group of pictures (GOP) following a scene change (Frame 0) and another without the scene change. Table 1 shows the capacity of the stego channel and the loss of image quality with the inclusion of the stego information. The first two columns are the number of bytes to encode the 13 frames without and with the inclusion of stego information. Note that there is no significant change of the bit rate with the inclusion of the stego information. Next the total number of bits available for transmission of stego data shows that the channel capacity is about 12% of the total channel. Of course, this number varies greatly based on the threshold used by the Steganocodec, and the bit rate of the encoded stream. The entire capacity of the channel was not used and the fifth column shows the number of useful bits transmitted with the percent of the channel capacity used in the next column. The last column represents the PSNR of the luminance signal as compared to the same sequence coded without any stego data. Subjectively, using a high quality 21 TV monitor, we found that PSNR of 15 presented a snowy picture; when the PSNR was 25, the error was barely noticeable, and a PSNR of about 35 made the errors undetectable. In conclusion, the loss of quality for the three sequences was minimal. Table 2 shows the PSNR for 13 frames of the flower garden sequence using several different error-correction schemes. The bitstream was encapsulated in an AAL5 type packet and packets were lost with uniform probability with a loss rate of 10 −4 . The first column is simple temporal error concealment, using the information from the previous frame with no correction for motion. The second column uses an early resynchronization (ER) scheme similar to [6] and last column is error-correction and concealment using the Steganocodec. Examples of the ER and Steganocodec sequence are shown in Figures 8 and 9 . The improvements of the Steganocodec over the other schemes is the result of two significant issues. First is the importance of the DCT-DC components. In the ER scheme, these are estimated from the surrounding macroblocks while in the Steganocodec, they are computed from the end values as described in Section 3. Second, in early resynchronization, the maximum number of macroblocks is not always decoded correctly; the first macroblocks frequently contain errors that are not detected by the decoder. Both of these issues, although evident in PSNR are much more an issue in subjective viewing since both produce noticeable artifacts. A few additional comments are in order. First note the improvement in the PSNR as the sequence progresses. This is the direct result of the improvement of the temporal error concealment of lost macroblocks as the scene progresses. Also, the improvement is partly due to the error sequence itself. The first I-frame contained 15 errors with a loss of 296 MB while the last I-frame contained only 7 errors and lost 172 MB. Finally, multiple errors in a single slice were not considered because both schemes resort to a temporal concealment of the lost area. This would have no impact on PSNR differences, since both decoders yield the same results. Again, using data from the flower garden sequence, Table 3 illustrates the performance of this codec. Note the rows define the type of frame, I, P, or B, with the first column indicating the number of each frame type and the total and average number of errors for each. The next column indicates how often the error-correction data was recovered and used. The last two columns pertain to the loss of adjacent slices. The first of these two indicates the number of adjacent slices lost in each frame type and the last is the percentage of times error-correction data was available for recovery after the loss of the following row. First, note, the number of errors per frame decreases with the compressed size of the frame with the I-frame being the largest and the B-frame being the smallest. This is consistent with uniformly distributed error model used. Next, consider the performance of the error-correction data. As detailed in Section 3.1, the error-correction data is used if available, and early resynchronization is used otherwise. In I-frames the error-correction data was available in all cases except one which was an error in the last slice (which is not protected). In locations where adjacent rows were lost, the error-correction data was available in all cases. This can be attributed to the encoding of the data from the beginning of the slice which decreases the possibility of loss; the reverse encoding of the MBA's; and the high bit rate of I-frames. This high bit rate allows the error concealment data to be encoded in the first portion of the slice, again decreasing the probability of loss. In P-frames, the performance of the error-correction data is again excellent; the two cases where error-correction data was unavailable was the result of adjacent slices being lost. In B-frames, the performance falls because the low bit rate limits the bandwidth available for the transmission of error-correction data. In this simple panning sequence, the B-frames are encoded very efficiently with numerous skipped MB's. This decrease in the bandwith makes the recovery of stego data with adjacent slice losses virtually impossible. In fact, in a small percentage of the slices, there was not enough bandwidth to send all stego data, which made the recovery of long slice errors not possible. This is not a serious limitation, because the most important frames to protect are I-frames and P-frames since they impact more than one frame; how- ever, errors in the B-frames can be more easily tolerated since these errors do not propagate. One final note that is not addressed in this table is that even if all the concealment data are not present, the differentially encoded MV's and DCT-DC coefficients were used which significantly decreases visual artifacts. Figure 8 displays the current state of the art using early resynchronization while Figure 9 shows the results of the Steganocodec. These figures contain the first, second, and seventh frame which represent the first I-frame, first B-frame, and the second I-frame, respectively (sequence I-B-B-P-B-B-I). We chose the first and second to highlight the propagation of errors and the seventh to show the final results of the algorithms with temporal error concealment data available. Note in both Figures 8 and 9 , no spatial error concealment was used in an effort to highlight the location of the errors.
In the first frame of Figures 8 and 9 , the most noticeable factor is the importance of accurately recovering the DCT-DC components. In the second frame of each figure the propagation of the errors is evident. The final frame of each figure, the excellent performance of the stegocodec is evident in the fact that the image is almost error free with nine errors. In the last frame of Figure 8 , several artifacts are noticeable on the roofs (slices 11, 13, and 14 of 30) of the houses, and the poor recovery of the DCT-DC components (slices 21 and 27) is shown in the shade banding across the trunk of the tree. Overall, the improvements in both PSNR and subjective viewing are easy to recognize. These improvements are even more evident in full color images that may be seen at http://www.ece.gatech.edu/~robie. Although space does not allow, all the sequences in Table 4 , show similar improvements in PSNR for the cheer and table tennis sequences.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the Steganocodec, which uses steganography to transfer resynchronization data from the encoder to the decoder. This hidden information comes at an imperceptible decrease in picture quality while not influencing the total bit rate. In all cases, the decoder performed better than early resynchronization. Topics for further research in this area include the possibility of using a variable rate for the stego encoder. This may decrease the influence the decoder has on the frames with no errors. Also, adapting the quantity of error-correction information, based on the quality of service would allow the best possible picture given for a given channel.
In closing, the Steganocodec provides a marked improvement over the existing methods of error-correction and concealment while remaining compatible with the MPEG-2 standard.
